
CONSTITUTIONAL COURT 

Artwork of the Constitutional Court 

Half of the artwork of the Constitutional Court consists the Constitution in some way, and all contribute to the Court's 
of loose works of art on display in the gallery and special ambience. 
other parts of the building. The other half is made up Some are landscapes, abstract works, portraits that dignify 

of integrated architectural artwork that forms part of the fabric working people and depictions from foreign lands; others evoke 
of the building itself. the past or celebrate new beginnings. All are gifts to the highest 

court in the land, and tributes to the Constitution and its values. The Constitutional Court's loose artwork consists of about 200 
works of art in a range of media - including tapestries, engrav The following are some of the artworks, randomly selected 
ings, sculptures and paintings. But all of them are connected to (captions and artwork reproduced from the Court's website): 

Freedom by Cecil 8kotnes and Hamilton Budaza 
(1995) 

Relief A composite work consisting of seven carved and coloured 

wood panels. The central panel, running from the top to the bottom of 

the work, shows a standing abstracted figure with arms reaching for 

the sky. This panel is framed by three smaller panels on either side. 

From top to bottom, these panels are depictions ofbirds, outstretched 

arms facing upwards, and faces. 


Cape landscape by J8 May (Undated) 

Painting of two figures strolling along a path through a field offlow

ers. Sea, a mountain and two houses appear in the background. Work 

by a foot-and-mouth painter. 


Day of Freedom by Jane Nkata and Billy Makhubele 
(1994). 

Beadwork. Image of former President Nelson Mandela casting his 
vote. His arm is outstretched as he drops his ballot paper into a bal
lot box marked 'lEe'. He is surrounded by a group ofonlookers. The 
work is inscribed with: 'Day offreedom: On April 27 1994, Nelson 
Mandela casts the first vote ofhis life in the land ofhis birth. He voted 
at Ohlange High School, Inanda, north of Durban.' 
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